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Uniview o�ers a complete solution including over 200 IPC, NVR516 for management and 
storage, 6 decoders and 1 keyboard, VMS – EZStation to manage the system. The solution 
covers whole area of the hypermarket including entrances and exits, shopping area and 
cash desks. The redundant design and RAID NVR guarantee high level of data safety. The 
smart functions can help to prevent potential crime.

Carrefour Hypermarket, Dubai, UAE.

Uniview provided a whole video surveillance solution. 320 IP cameras are installed in IKEA, 
covering the whole shopping areas, elevators, aisles, control room, parking lot, entrances 
etc. The solution mainly focus on swi� and sharp focusing and special front panel design 
of camera to ensure customer has a good experience in image capture and maintenance. 
In addition, as one of Onvif Full members, UNV cameras has excellent compatibility so that 
it can work perfectly with Milestone and Dell Storage server.

IKEA, Kuwait

Uniview o�ered a complete solution to cover 580 Yonghui chain stores which distributed in 
19 provinces and cities. Uniview provided 10,000 channel cameras and distributed NVR 
storage with people counting and audio recording technology to ensure the safety of 
shopping and service in all chain stores.

Yonghui chain stores, China

Spar, trademarked as SPAR, founded in 1932, is a Dutch multinational retail chain and 
franchise brand with approximately 12,500 stores in 42 countries worldwide. Uniview 
provided a whole video surveillance solution for Spar supermarkets in 4 SPARs in Harare, 
the capital of Zimbabwe, to protect the customers and goods. Each Spar is over 5600 
square meters, used 1 NVR and 30 cameras to cover every corner in the supermarket 
including entrance, shopping area, cashier desks etc.

Spar Chain Supermarket, Zimbabwe

www.uniview.com
Sales: overseasbusiness@uniview.com
Technical Support: globalsupport@uniview.com
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About Uniview

Uniview is a leading global manufacturer of professional video surveillance devices and solutions. As first to invent the 
network camera in China, Uniview has continued to bring cutting-edge technologies to the industry. Uniview provides 
complete product lines including network camera, network video recorder, storage, transmission, display devices and VMS. 
With integrated solutions for various industries including retail, healthcare, finance, transportation, industrial park, and 
more, we are committed to bringing better security to the marketplace for building a better world.



Deliver clear and visible images under high-contrast lighting condition, ideal for entrances and exits.
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Challenges and Solutions Retail Layout

Highlight Features

Unique encoding technology helps saving networking bandwidth and storage HDD.

360 degree panoramic view at goods shelves.

Provide a more convenient way to keep up with each store’s status.

Provide cost-e�icient way to manage sites’ devices.
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